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Tiivistelmä-Referat-Abstract
This is a study of contemporary Russian urban celebration. Specifically, a highly popular celebration of a City Day – an event commemorating
the birthday of a town or a city is analyzed. The general issues of celebration are examined through a prism of a local event, the 850th jubilee of
a small mid-Russian town of Kasimov. Contemporary celebration is contextualised by looking at the historical development of mass urban
festivity in Russia.
This study is an attempt to reach an understandingof the character of collective Russian celebrations, the role they play in shaping of social
relationships and reflecting the attitudes and values of society. The symbolic dimension of City Days is analysed to provide insights into a
broader cultural framework. The study examines the different dimensions and genres of a spectacular celebrations, as well as the profound
effects of the festivities both on the people and the town itself.
Methodologically the study relies on participant observation and anthropological fieldwork that I have conducted in the town of Kasimov and
utilises qualitative research methods. Main sources are unstructured interviews, local and regional press clippings, photographs, as well as video
footage and local television programmes.
Theoretically the study relies on anthropological discussion of collective representations, rituals, festivals, myths and symbols.
Mass celebrations stress and define contemporary Russian values and embody the myths structuring the reality of the society. Contemporary
celebrations are a syncretistic mixture of traditional, modern, pre-revolutionary and Soviet elements. Myths often present the actual in terms of
the ideal, thus celebrations are mythologised and idealised collective representations portraying the local people as they themselves want to be
seen.
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